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NUCLEAR FUSION INDUCED BY A SUPER-INTENSEULTRASHORT LASER PULSE IN THE DEUTERATEDGLASS AEROGELV. P. Krainov a*, M. B. Smirnov ba Mosow Institute of Physis and Tehnology141700, Dolgoprudny, Mosow Region, Russiab Max-Born Institute12489, Berlin, GermanySubmitted 20 April 2001A SiO2 aerogel with absorbed deuterium is proposed as a target for the fusion reation d+d! He3+n induedby a super-intense ultrashort laser pulse. The multiple inner ionization of oxygen and silion atoms in the aerogelskeleton ours in the super-intense laser �eld. All the forming free eletrons are heated and removed from theaerogel skeleton by the laser �eld at the front edge of the laser pulse. The subsequent Coulomb explosion ofthe deuterated harged aerogel skeleton propels the deuterium ions up to kineti energies of ten keV and higher.The neutron yield is estimated up to 105 neutrons per laser pulse during � 200�500 ps if the peak intensity is1018 W/m2 and the pulse duration is 35 fs.PACS: 52.58.Ns, 52.50.Jm, 52.70.N1. INTRODUCTIONA new laser tehnique with the generation of fem-toseond super-intense pulses is a basis of new meth-ods for the generation of neutrons. Several shemeshave been suggested [1�5℄ with the usage of table-toplasers. Shwoerer et al. [5℄ demonstrated a two-stepsheme of neutron generation. At the �rst stage, X-rayphotons are emitted by a target irradiated by a super-intense laser pulse, and at the seond stage, X-ray pho-tons reate neutrons as a result of the interation withthe nuleus Be9. The approah of Ditmire et al. [1�4℄used the fusion reation between two deuterium nulei(deuterons) that proeeds in aordane with the las-sial sheme d+ d! He3 + n:In this method, large lusters of deuterium moleulesare irradiated by a super-intense ultra-short laser pulse,and explosion of the produed positively harged lus-ters onsisting of deuterons only leads to the forma-tion of a plasma where the eletrons and deuterons*E-mail: krainov�yberax.ru

have the energy of several keV. The fusion reation be-tween deuterons proeeds both during the explosion ofharged lusters and after their deay before the totalplasma expansion out of the laser foal volume.The neutron yield up to nn � 104 neutrons per laserpulse was observed in experiments [3; 4℄ at the peaklaser intensity I � 1017 W/m2 and the pulse width35 fs. For the laser foal volume V with the foal spot2r = 200�m and the length l = 2 mm [4℄, we haveV = 6:3 � 10�5 m3;the number density of deuterons is then found to beNd = (2�3) � 1019 m�3:Hene, the total number of deuterons in this plasma �-lament is of the order nd � 1015: Thus, only one of thend=nn = 1011 deuterons takes part in the nulear fusionreation! This extremely low e�ieny is explained bya small tunneling rate onstant of the fusion reationand by a small lifetime of the forming plasma involvingthe deuteron �lament (� 200�500 ps).The neutron yield ould be inreased by inreasingthe typial kineti energy of deuterons, whih is small555



V. P. Krainov, M. B. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 120, âûï. 3 (9), 2001ompared to the lassial threshold energy 180 keV ofthe fusion reation involving two deuterons. In turn,the luster expansion leads to the formation of fastdeuterons under the ation of the positive eletri po-tential of the luster onsisting of deuterons. But thereis an optimum luster size for given parameters of thelaser pulse. Indeed, a small luster size leads to asmall eletri potential, and hene, to a small energy ofdeuterons in a plasma, whereas the laser signal annotfully ionize a large deuterium luster. In partiular, un-der onditions of the experiments [3; 4℄, the optimumluster radius is approximately R � 25Å, whih orre-sponds to the luster harge � +3000e after the �eldremoval of all eletrons and provides the typial kinetienergy of deuterons of several keV [6℄ (although the fu-sion reations are mainly produed from lusters withthe radii 80Å and greater).One an inrease the typial deuteron kineti energyby inreasing the laser intensity. We now suggest analternative approah where the aerogel with absorbeddeuterium is used as a target for the laser irradiationinstead of the deuterium luster beam. The hara-ter of proesses with the formation of fast deuterons issimilar in both ases, but the aerogel method an pro-vide a higher deuteron kineti energy, in our opinion.In this paper, we analyze the proesses resulting fromthe irradiation of a typial SiO2 aerogel with absorbeddeuterium by an ultra-short super-intense laser pulse.2. PROPERTIES OF THE AEROGEL TARGETWe thus onsider an aerogel with absorbed deu-terium as a target for a power laser pulse. An aerogelan be desribed within a simple model where the aero-gel matter onsists of bound solid balls of idential radiia. These balls form a stable rigid skeleton due to on-tats between the neighboring balls. At small distanesfrom a ball, the aerogel has a fratal struture with thefratal dimension D. The aerogel matter is a homoge-neous struture starting from a distane R � a alledthe orrelation radius. The aerogel onsists of a fratalmatter at distanes r < R: These quantities are thebasi aerogel parameters [7℄.We note that the radius a of the individual ball isrelated to the spei� internal aerogel surfae S (whihis usually measured in m2/g) by [7℄S = 3a�0 ; (1)where �0 is the (solid) mass density of the individualaerogel balls. Another relation between aerogel param-eters that follows from its fratal struture is given by

��0 = � aR�3�D ; (2)where � � �0 is the average aerogel mass density. Forde�niteness, we use the typial SiO2 aerogel parame-ters [7℄ in what follows:S = 715 m2=g; � = 0:012 g/m3; D = 2:3:Beause the solid density of the SiO2 aerogel materialis �0 = 2:1 g/m3, we obtain a = 20Å from Eq. (1)and R = 3�m from Eq. (2).We note that the maximum amount of absorbeddeuterium matter obviously orresponds to its solidmass density �d = 0:17 g/m3 inside the aerogel, be-ause pores oupy the main part of the aerogel vol-ume. The maximum amount of absorbed deuteriumis therefore given by �d=� = 14 gd/ga (gram of deu-terium matter per aerogel gram). However, the opti-mum amount of absorbed deuterium must be hosenat a muh smaller value. We assume that the internalaerogel surfae S an be overed by three deuteriumlayers. This assumption agrees with the surfae lawsin physial hemistry [8℄. Beause the average dis-tane between deuterium moleules is 3.5Å in soliddeuterium matter, the thikness of deuterium matteris approximately equal to ld = 10:5Å on the surfaeof the aerogel. The amount of absorbed deuterium isthen given by �dldS = 0:13gd=ga (3)and the laser radiation is mainly absorbed by the aero-gel rather than deuterium. Eah individual SiO2 ballis overed byn0 = 4��d (ld + a)3 � a33Md = 2150deuterium moleules. Here, Md = 6:7 � 10�24 g is themass of one deuterium moleule.The individual aerogel elements an also be de-sribed by approximating these elements by ylindri-al �bers that have ommon knots. In this model, the�ber radius af follows from the fratal approah rela-tion (instead of Eq. (1)),S = 2af�0 :For the same spei� area S = 715 m2/g of the inter-nal aerogel surfae, we then obtain the value af � 13Å.The amount of absorbed deuterium is given by the same556



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 120, âûï. 3 (9), 2001 Nulear fusion indued by a super-intense ultrashort laser pulse : : :expression (3). We assume that the average aerogelmass density is the same as in the ball model, i.e.,� = 0:012 g/m3: Using Eq. (2), we �nd the orrela-tion radius R = 2:1�m. The total length L of all the�bers in the plasma �lament having the volume V isfound from the relation�0�a2fL = �V:This gives L = 68 km. We now estimate the totallength l of all the �bers inside the orrelation spherewith the radius R: We have the obvious relationl = (4�R3=3)V L:Inserting the above values of V , L, and R; we �nd thatl = 4:2 m.We now estimate the average distane Æ � af be-tween the neighboring �bers in the orrelation sphere.The average length of one �ber in this sphere is R:The quantity Æ2R is the volume referring to one �berin this sphere. The quantityNf = R3Æ2Ris the number of �bers in this sphere, and therefore,l = RNf : We thus �ndÆ = R�Rl �1=2 � 0:015�m:In what follows, we onsider the aerogel model onsist-ing of the individual balls and ylindrial �bers.3. AEROGEL IN A LASER FIELDAs a result of irradiating the aerogel by a super-intense ultra-short laser pulse, the following proessesproeed. After a ertain period of time, eletrons areliberated from the aerogel skeleton by the laser �eldand oupy aerogel pores. The aerogel skeleton thenonsists of multiharged atomi ions of silion and oxy-gen; deuterium nulei (deuterons) are loated on theinternal skeleton surfae. At the next evolution stage,all the atomi ions �y into the surrounding spae form-ing a uniform plasma that �lls all the aerogel spae;deuterons �y �rst beause they are light partiles.They are loated on the skeleton surfae, and there-fore, deuterons have the maximum kineti energy.The general harater of the interation of a powerlaser pulse with the aerogel system is similar to thatfor deuterium lusters. In what follows, we thus use

the estimates that were obtained for the explosion ofdeuterium lusters under the ation of a super-intenseultra-short laser pulse [6℄.The mass of the individual SiO2 ball is equal tom = �0(4�a3=3) = 7:0 � 10�20 gand the SiO2 moleule mass is m0 = 1:0 � 10�22 g. Thenumber density of SiO2 moleules in the ball isN0 = �0m0 = 2:1 � 1022 m�3:Hene, one ball ontains approximately n = m=m0 == 700 SiO2 moleules, and n0 = 2150 deuteriummoleules are loated on its surfae (see the previ-ous setion). We assume that the laser peak inten-sity is Imax = 1018 W/m2, the laser wavelength is� = 800 nm, and the pulse width is � = 35 fs (de�nedas the full width at the half maximum, see [9℄). Thelaser �eld strength F (t) is then de�ned asF (t) = Fmax exp[�(t=30)2℄(whih t measured in fs) and the peak laser �eldstrength is Fmax = 5:25 a.u. (the linear polarizationof the laser �eld is onsidered; the atomi units orre-spond to e = me = ~ = 1). The laser foal volumeis equal to V = 6:3 � 10�5 m3 (see the Introdution).The mass of the aerogel in this volume isM = �V = 7:6 � 10�7 g:Hene, the number of the aerogel solid balls in theplasma �lament an be estimated asnb =M=m = 1:1 � 1013:4. INNER AND OUTER IONIZATION OF THEAEROGELWe now onsider the proesses that our duringthe interation of laser light with the aerogel. A mul-tiple inner ionization of silion, oxygen, and deuteriumatoms �rst ours in this laser �eld (of ourse, themoleular bonds are destroyed very quikly). Takingthe known values of the ionization potentials EZ ofmultiharged Si and O atomi ions into aount (whereZ is the harge multipliity of the respetive atomiion), we �nd that the above-barrier inner multiple �eldionization ours in the laser �eld when the Bethe on-dition is satis�ed [10℄:F (t) > E2Z4Z : (4)557



V. P. Krainov, M. B. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 120, âûï. 3 (9), 2001Here, F (t) is the amplitude of the laser �eld strengthat the time moment t.Using the known values of the ionization potentialsof atomi ions [11℄, we �nd from Eq. (4) that at theleading edge of the laser pulse, the harge multipliityis Z = 6 for oxygen atomi ions. Eah oxygen atomiion preserves only two eletrons of the K-shell beausethe K-shell ionization potentials are very high, 739 and871 eV, respetively. Further, Z = 9 for silion atomiions, whih means that eah Si atomi ion preservesonly two K-shell eletrons and three L-shell eletrons.The ionization potential of the Si atomi ion with Z = 9is equal to 401 eV, and this quantity does not satisfyondition (4) even at F (t) = Fmax.We thus onlude that 9 + 2 � 6 = 21 eletronsare removed at the leading edge of the laser pulsefrom eah SiO2 moleule inside the individual ball dur-ing the inner atomi ionization proess. We negletthe quantum-mehanial tunneling atomi ionizationat the start of the laser pulse beause its probability istoo small ompared to the probability of the lassialabove-barrier ionization [12℄. Therefore, eah individ-ual ball ontainsne = 21� n+ 2n0 = 14700+ 4300 = 19000free eletrons after irradiation by the laser pulse (here,we also aounted for two eletrons ejeted from eahdeuterium moleule on the surfae of the individualaerogel ball).Simultaneously, the outer above-barrier ionizationproeeds at the leading edge of the laser pulse, whihmeans that the eletrons leave the individual aerogelball. We an alulate the number Q of eletrons re-moved from the ball by the laser �eld by applying theBethe model again. Instead of Eq. (4), we have a simi-lar ondition based on the Coulomb binding potentialEQ for eletrons in the individual ball with the pos-itive harge Q; for Q � 1, the potential is given byEQ = Q=a, and therefore (see the review paper [13℄ fordetails), F (t) > Q4a2 : (5)The thermal mehanism of the outer ionization for fem-toseond time range and for moderate dimensions ofthe individual aerogel balls gives an additional ontri-bution (see estimates in [14℄ and the disussion below).The amplitude of eletron osillations in the laser �eldis a0 = Fmax=!2 = 860Å� a;and therefore, the eletrons do not return to the indi-vidual ball after suh osillations with high probability.

We note that Eq. (5) for the outer ionization is notso obvious as Eq. (4) for the inner ionization. The re-lation EQ = Q=a beomes invalid when a few eletronsremain in the enter of the ball. Assuming that posi-tive atomi ions are homogeneously distributed in theball, we �nd that EQ = 3Q=2a: Finally, if the strongerinequality F (t) > Q=a2 is satis�ed (the laser fore isstronger than the Coulomb fore), then eletrons arede�nitely removed from the individual aerogel ball.We now evaluate the number of eletrons Q thatare released from an aerogel ball under the ation ofthe laser �eld. From Eq. (5), we obtain Q = 30000released eletrons for F (t) = Fmax; this means that allthe ne = 19000 free eletrons are liberated in the outerionization from eah aerogel ball at the leading edge ofthe laser pulse. These free eletrons are then uniformlydistributed in the plasma �lament. The total numberof free eletrons in the plasma �lament is equal tont = nenb = 2:1 � 1017:The onentration of these free eletrons in the plasma�lament is estimated asNe = nt=V = 3:3 � 1021 m�3:Free eletrons inside the individual ball are heatedduring the laser pulse. First, eah eletron aquires alarge kineti energy equal to the average osillation en-ergy F 2=4!2. This quiver energy is equal to 58 keV forthe peak intensity I = Imax. However, after the end ofthe laser pulse, the eletron looses all its quiver energy,beause the kineti energy of the eletron adiabatiallyfollows the envelope of the laser pulse. Aording toRef. [12℄ in the ase of the above-barrier ionization, the�nal kineti energy of eletrons is of the order 10�20 eVonly. Indeed, for the above-barrier ionization (and alsofor the tunneling ionization), the real energy spetrumof eletrons is determined by the simple exponentiallaw [12℄w(E) / exp��2Ee33! � ;  = !s 8aF (t) : (6)The quantity  = !p2EQF (t)is the so-alled Keldysh parameter (see Ref. [12℄ fordetails) for the ejetion of eletrons from the individ-ual ball by the laser �eld. For the maximum valueF = 5:25 a.u., we obtain from Eq. (6) that  = 0:4.Beause  < 1, we �nd that the above-barrier outerionization by a quasistati laser �eld is indeed realized.558



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 120, âûï. 3 (9), 2001 Nulear fusion indued by a super-intense ultrashort laser pulse : : :It then follows from Eq. (6) that the typial eletronkineti energy is Ee � 3!23 � 35 eV:Therefore, free eletrons remain quite old immediatelyafter the outer ionization. But then free eletrons anagain signi�antly inrease their kineti energy in theball expansion proess. The Coulomb potential energyof eletrons is transformed into their kineti energy [6℄.As a result, the eletron temperature inreases up tothe �nal value Te � 1 keV. In addition to this, theindued inverse bremsstrahlung [14; 15℄ in the plasma�lament an ontribute to the inrease of the ele-tron kineti energy when eletrons are sattered by theharged individual balls before the laser pulse depletes.The amount of this ontribution is unlear beause ofquik expansion of these balls.We note that the Coulomb expansion of an individ-ual ball proeeds slowly in omparison with the eletronrelease; therefore, it is insigni�ant during the proessof the outer �eld ionization. Indeed, the time t fordoubling the ball radius an be estimated from a sim-ple energy balane for the silion atomi ion at the ballsurfae (see Ref. [15℄ for details),(Q=2)a � (Q=2)2a = 12M0v2 = 12M0�2at �2 ;where M0 is the mass of a single silion atomi ion andv is its veloity at the time instane t: In this estimate,we used the typial time instane when a half of thefree eletrons (Q=2) are removed from an individualball. It follows from this relation that the ball radius ais doubled during the timet =s8M0a3Q = 20 fs. (7)Hene, we an neglet the expansion of the individualball before the total ejetion of all the Q = 30000 ele-trons from an individual ball at the leading edge of theultrashort laser pulse. Estimates for the oxygen atomiion lead to a similar onlusion.The laser energy is absorbed by free eletrons inthe plasma �lament. In aordane with Eq. (6), eaheletron aquires the energy Ee � 35 eV from the laser�eld (another part of the eletron energy � 1 keV is a-quired from the Coulomb potential energy of the ele-trons in the ball). If the laser energy in the pulseis, e.g., E = 1J = 6:2 � 1018 eV, it follows thatnl = E=Ee = 1:8 � 1017 eletrons absorb the entire en-ergy of the laser pulse. But we have found above that

the total number of free eletrons in the plasma �la-ment is nt = 2:1 �1017, whih is approximately equal tonl: Thus, we onlude that for the high-intensity laser�eld, a low-frequeny eletromagneti wave penetratesinto the entire plasma �lament.The analysis leads to the following onlusions.First, a standard onept that the eletromagnetiwave with the frequeny ! < !p annot propagate ina plasma (see, e.g., [16℄) is not valid at a high inten-sity of the eletromagneti �eld. Seond, the propa-gation of a strong eletromagneti wave auses a re-distribution of plasma harges, and the interation ofthe eletromagneti wave with a forming non-uniformplasma may be important for plasma heating. We notethat we negleted this interation in the above analy-sis, and formation of the plasma under the ation of theeletromagneti wave results only in the separation ofeletrons and ions of the aerogel skeleton by the wave.A partial absorption of the eletromagneti wave by aforming plasma as a result of olletive exitations inthis plasma may ontribute an additional heating of theplasma.Deep penetration of the ultrahigh-intensity laserpulse into a dense plasma is also on�rmed by theo-retial results in Ref. [17℄.5. FUSION PROCESSESWe �nally estimate the number of fusion neutronsprodued in the plasma after the end of the laser pulse.During the preliminary di�usion of the deuterium gasthrough the aerogel, the deuterium moleules penetrateinside the pores of the aerogel; then they adhere to thesurfae of individual balls. Of ourse, large pores in thefratal struture of the aerogel allow several layers ofdeuterium moleules to over eah of the SiO2 balls. Weestimated above that n0 � 2150 deuterium moleulesadhere to eah SiO2 ball surfae. This estimate or-responds to three layers of deuterium moleules at theball surfae with the radius a = 20Å. Deuterons areattrated to the free ends of the oxygen radials. Itmust be noted that it is probably better to use heavywater instead of the deuterium gas, beause the polarD2O moleule is better attahed to the skeleton surfaethan the nonpolar D2 moleule.We now derive the number density of deuterons inthe laser foal volume V :Nd = 2n0nbV = 7:5 � 1020 m�3:It is by ten times greater than in experiments [1�4℄ withdeuterium lusters (see the Introdution).559



V. P. Krainov, M. B. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 120, âûï. 3 (9), 2001At the Coulomb explosion of the individual aero-gel balls, eah deuteron aquires the maximum kinetienergy Qa+ ld = 13:5 keV:We note that the hydrodynami expansion of the ballwith the ion sound veloity is negligibly small omparedto the Coulomb expansion, in ontrast to the expansionof large Xe lusters [15℄.We now onsider the Coulomb explosion in themodel of ylindrial �bers. The number density ofSiO2 moleules in the solid �ber matter (see above)is N0 = 2:1 � 1022 m�3: After the inner ionization, theunit of the �ber length ontains the eletri hargeZ = 21N0�a2f = 2:3 � 1010 e=m:Aording to the Gauss eletrostati theorem, the ele-tri �eld strength F (r) at the distane r from the �beraxis is found from the relation2�rF (r) = 4�Z:On the surfae of the �ber, the �eld strength isF0 = F (af ) = 2Zaf = 10: _0 a.e:Hene, the di�erene of eletri potentials between thesurfae of the given �ber and the neighboring �ber is�' = F0af ln(Æ=af ) = 16 keV:This quantity is equal to the maximum kineti energyof the deuteron. It is seen that the models of �bersand of balls give similar values of the deuteron kinetienergy.The ross-setion of the fusion reationd+ d! 3He+ nis � = 10�30 m2 for the deuteron kineti energyEd = 10 keV [18℄ (the reation d + d ! t + p has thesame ross-setion, but we are not interested in this re-ation hannel here). The rate for this nulear reationis w = �Ndv, where v is the deuteron veloity. Thetime for the nulear fusion is determined by the �ighttime T of the deuteron from the axis of the laser foalvolume to its radial boundary, i.e., T = r=v: Hene,eah deuteron produeswT = �Ndr = 7:5 � 10�12 � 1 neutronsat the ollisions with other deuterons. The total yieldof neutrons nn per laser pulse an be obtained by mul-tiplying this quantity with the number nd = n0nb ofdeuteron pairs in the laser foal volume:nn = wTn0nb � 105:

These estimates refer to the ball model of aerogel.We now make a similar estimates in the �ber modelof aerogel. If the quantity S = 715 m2=g is the spei�area of the aerogel (Se. 2) and M = �V is the mass ofthe aerogel (� = 0:012 g/m3 is the mass density of theaerogel and V is the volume of the plasma �lament),then the quantity MS is the total area of the aerogelin the plasma �lament. This area is overed by threelayers of deuterium moleules. The thikness of thislayer is ld = 10:5Å (Se. 2). Hene, the quantityMSldis the volume of the deuterium layer and the quantity�dMSld is its mass (�d = 0:17 g/m3 is the mass den-sity of the solid deuterium matter). The number ofdeuterium moleules in the plasma �lament isnd = �dMSldMd(Md = 6:7 � 10�24 g is the mass of one deuteriummoleule). Thus, the number density of deuterons inthe plasma �lament isNd = ndV = �d�SldMd = 4:6 � 1020 m�3:It is seen that this estimate is nearly the same as theorresponding estimate in the ball model of aerogel (seeabove). Hene, the estimate of nn is also the same asabove.It should be noted that the ross-setion � inreasesby several deimal orders ompared to the ase of theexperiments of Ditmire et al. [1�4℄ with deuterium lus-ters, and the number of deuterons in the plasma �la-ment 2n0nb = 4:7 � 1016 is larger than the number ofdeuterons nd � (2�3) � 1015 (see the Introdution) inthe plasma �lament of the same dimensions used inthe experiments [1�4℄. Nevertheless, the neutron yieldinreases by only ten times. In our opinion, the rea-son is that in the experiments of Ditmire et al., onlydeuterons with large radii R � 80Å take part in thenulear fusion, while in our approah, the radius of theindividual aerogel ball is only a = 20Å.We an onlude that the yield of neutrons isgreater by approximately ten times ompared to theyield of neutrons at the irradiation of deuterium lus-ters by super-intense ultrashort laser pulse observed inthe experiments [1�4℄ (see also reent theoretial al-ulations for deuterated lusters in Ref. [19℄). Thus,an aerogel saturated by deuterium an be used forthe prodution of powerful soures of ultrashort pulses(about T = 200�500 ps) of monohromati neutrons(2.45 MeV).560



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 120, âûï. 3 (9), 2001 Nulear fusion indued by a super-intense ultrashort laser pulse : : :6. CONCLUSIONDeveloping the method by Ditmire et al. [3; 4℄ forthe prodution of neutrons under the ation of a super-intense ultrashort laser pulse, we propose to use theaerogel skeleton with absorbed deuterium instead ofthe deuterium luster in the experiments by Ditmire etal. This allows inreasing the neutron yield per laserpulse by one order of magnitude beause of a higherkineti energy of deuterons liberated at the Coulombexplosion of the harged aerogel skeleton. It shouldbe noted that an interesting theoretial approah wasreently proposed in Ref. [20℄: it is suggested to useheteronulear lusters ontaining deuterium, e.g., lus-ters from D2O moleules.It is possible that the tungsten aerogel [21℄ has anadvantage ompared to the SiO2 aerogel onsidered inour paper, due to a high harge of the tungsten nuleus.We note in onlusion that the Lawson riterion is� 10�5 for deuterium lusters and � 10�4�10�3 forthe aerogel. The proposed method an be disussedas a version for the basis of the laser thermonulearreator.The authors are grateful to V. E. Fortov, T. Dit-mire, P. Parks, and I. Yu. Skobelev for useful disus-sions. One of us (M. S.) thanks the Humbold founda-tion for �nanial support.This work was supported by the Russian Foun-dation for Basi Researh (grants 01-02-16056 and01-02-06514). REFERENCES1. T. Ditmire, J. Zweibak, V. P. Yanovsky et al., Nature(London) 398, 489 (1999).2. J. Zweibak, R. A. Smith, V. P. Yanovsky et al., inMultiphoton Proesses ICOMP VIII, ed. by L. F. Di-Mauro, R. R. Freeman, and K. C. Kulander, AIP, NewYork (2000), p. 534.3. J. Zweibak, R. A. Smith, T. E. Cowan et al., Phys.Rev. Lett. 84, 2634 (2000).
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